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Committee Introduction 
 

Initially established as the Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention in 1997, The              

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) is a secretariat office of the UN composed                

of the United Nations International Drug Control Program (UNDCP) and the Crime Prevention             

and Criminal Justice Division. It is also a member of the United Nations Sustainable              

Development Group (UNSDG). With an estimated biannual budget of US$700 million, the            

UNODC assists the UN in addressing responses in relation to issues of illicit trafficking and               

abuse of drugs, along with crime prevention, criminal justice, terrorism, and political corruption.             

Treaties, protocols, conventions, as well as technical and financial assistance are implemented in             

the efforts of the UNODC to help governments through their respective situations and issues in               

these areas.  

 

MAIN TOPIC: “The question over the ethics of the death penalty and the             

significance of capital punishments in the justice system” 

 

Introduction and Background History: 
 

The ethics of the death penalty has always been a highly controversial topic. Is it               

justifiable to deprive a human being of life because of the crimes they committed?  

 

Some say that capital punishment is effective as a deterrent to crime. However, there is               

an absence of proof to support this idea. Retribution, to take “an eye for an eye”, is also another                   

strong argument in favour of the death penalty. It is the requirement of people to suffer for their                  

wrongdoings, appropriate to the crime they committed. For example, that a murderer who is              

responsible for taking the life of another person(s) deserves to get their life taken away as well.                 

The death penalty has also been said to provide closure to the families of the victims, however                 

this is not the case for all families as every family reacts differently.  
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Nonetheless, everyone has the human right to life, everyone including those who have             

committed capital crimes. Sentencing them to death is a violation of that right. There is also the                 

chance of executing an innocent person, death is irreversible. Due to flaws in the justice and                

legal system, it is inevitable that innocent people will be convicted of crimes that they did not                 

commit and be executed for them.  

 

In 2019, 106 countries abolished the death penalty. 657 people were executed in 20              

countries (excluding China), this figure is a 5% decrease than the number of executions in 2018                

of 690. 86% of executions took place in Iran, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Egypt. The number of                 

executions that took place in China is unknown as this data is classified as a state secret, but the                   

figure is thought to be in it’s 1000s.  
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Approximately 170 Members States of the United Nations, all with a variety of legal              

systems, traditions, cultures, and religions have either abolished the death penalty or do not              

practice it. From the early 1960s, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights              

(ICCPR) begun making moves towards the abolishment of capital punishment in international            

law. Article 6 of the ICCPR permits the use of the death penalty in limited circumstances, it also                  

states “nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital                 

punishment by any State Party to the present Covenant.” 

 

In 2007, the UN moratorium on the death penalty resolution was presented by the EU in                

partnership with eight co-author member states to the General Assembly of the United Nations              

calling for the general suspension of capital punishment throughout the world. In the UN General               

Assembly Resolution on the 18th of December 2007, 104 votes were for the moratorium on the                

use of the death penalty, 54 against, and 29 abstained. Subsequent votings were held on this topic                 

and the votes for the moratorium increased each time. 
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Past Actions of the United Nations 
 
UN Moratorium on the Death Penalty 
 

1. A/RES/62/149 - proclaimed a global moratorium on the death penalty. On 18 December             

2007, The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) voted 104 to 54 in favour of the               

resolution, with 29 abstentions. 

2. A/RES/63/168 - reaffirmed its previous call for a global moratorium on capital            

punishment. On 18 December 2008, the UNGA voted 106 to 46 in favour of the               

resolution, with 34 abstentions. 

3. A/RES/65/206 - On 21 December 2010, the 65th General Assembly adopted a third             

resolution with 109 countries voting in favour, 41 against and 35 abstentions. 

4. A/RES/67/176 - On 20 December 2012, the 67th General Assembly adopted a fourth             

resolution with 111 countries voting in favour, 41 against and 34 abstentions. 

5. A/RES/69/186 - On 18 December 2014, the 69th General assembly adopted a fifth             

resolution with 117 countries voting in favour, 38 against and 34 abstentions. 

6. A/RES/71/187 - On 19 December 2016, the 71st General Assembly adopted a sixth             

resolution with 117 countries voting in favour, 40 against and 31 abstentions. 

 
Recommended Principles and Guidelines by the UN 
 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a document drafted by            

representatives with different legal and cultural backgrounds from all over the world Universal             

declaration of human rights. It was declared by the United Nations General Assembly in Paris on                

the 10th of December 1948, setting out fundamental human rights to be protected universally.              

All articles are important however, the articles that the death penalty mainly go against are               

including but not limited to Articles 1, 3, 5, 6, and 11. Hence, the UN’s negative opinion on the                   

death penalty. 
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“The death penalty has no place in the 21st century.”, “I call on those remaining, to join                 

the majority and put an end to the death penalty now,” - UN Secretary-General António               

Gutteress’. An increasing number of Member States from all all regions of the world              

acknowledge that capital punishment is inhumane and that it’s abolition contributes to the             

protection of human rights. In the UN General Assembly resolutions for the moratorium on death               

penalty, States were urged to respect international standards and protect the rights of those facing               

the death penalty and to restrict it’s use and the number of offences which are punishable by                 

death.  

 

Under the Convention on the rights of a child, the execution of children which still takes                

place in States such as Iran is not supported. “The prohibition of use of the death penalty against                  

child offenders is now embodied in two international and two regional human rights treaties.              

Nearly all states have become parties to one or another of these treaties without making a                

reservation to that prohibition. The same norm is also incorporated in international humanitarian             

law treaties to which nearly all states are parties.” Other treaties including but not limited to the                 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 6(5)), the American Convention on             

Human Rights (Article 4(5)), the 4th Geneva Convention (Article 68) all state that the sentence               

of death should not be imposed upon persons who were under the age of eighteen years at the                  

time the crime was committed. 

 
Background Overview 
 
State Of Current Affairs 
 

Presently, fifty-six countries retain capital punishment, while 106 countries have abolished it de 

jure (desribes practices that are legally recognished, regardless of whether the practice exists in 

reality), while a remaining 8 have abolished it for ordinary crimes. These countries still maintain 

capital punishment for special cicumstances such as war crimes. A further 28 countries are 

abolitionist in practice. Although most countries have abolished the practice, 60% of the world’s 

population live in countries whether the death penalty is retained. 23 countries are known to have 
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performed executions in 2016. However, there are countries that do noy publish information on 

the use of capital punishment, most signifantly China and North Korea. 

 

Most countries, including most of all First World nations, have abolished capital punishment 

either in law or in practice, with notable exceptions being the United States, Japan, South Korea, 

and Taiwan. Since World War II, there has been a trend toward abolishing the death penalty.  

 

Current Issues 
 

Capital punishment, as a practice, is highly controversial. Opponents of the practice view the              

death penalty as inhumane and its irreversibility. Another argument is that the punishment lacks              

deterrent effect, a view often held by advocates of the practice. Some of the issues around the                 

death penalty include, but are not limited to: 

 

1. Retribution 

Proponents of capital punishment argue that the death penalty is justified when brought             

against acts of murder, especially when committed to certain groups of indiviuals such as police               

officers, children, or if it is an act of mass killing such as terrorism, massacre and genocide.                 

Some law academics argue that a punishment must be painful in proportion to the crime, hence                

death should be punished with death. Moral philosophers, and certain schools of philosophy such              

as Kantianism, argue that murderers deserve to die on the basis that loss of life is incomparable                 

to any penalty. Abolitionists, on the other hand, argue that retribution is an irreversible act of                

revenge that serves no deterrent effect on society, proposing that life without parole is a               

sufficient substitute. Furthermore, abolitionists argue that most violent crimes are not punished            

by subjecting the perpetrator to a similar act: rape with rape, or assault with assault.  
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2. Human Rights  

 

Abolitionists of the death penalty argue that it is the worst violation of human rights. A                

major component of human rights is the right to life, which is recognised in numerous               

juridical statements such as: 

  

❏ The United States Declaration of Independence - “all  men are created equal” 

❏ The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 3 - “Everyone has the right to              

life, liberty and security of person.” 

❏ The European Convention on Human Rights, article 2 

❏ The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights - “Every human being            

has the inherent right to life. This shall be protected by law. No one shall be                

arbitrarily deprived of his life.” 

 

Furthermore, there is the added psychological torture that a convicted criminal will suffer             

from while on death role. Proponents, on the other hand, argue that the right to life, similar to                  

most other rights which can be given due process to is observed, can be forfeited.  

 

3. Wrongful Execution 

 

There have been instances where executed individuals are later exonerated from their            

crimes. This may be due to reasons such as new evidence, or where the perpetrator has turned                 

themselves in. This leads to the argument that capital punishment leads to misccraige of justice               

through the wronful exectuion of innocent people. The National Coalition to Abolish the Death              

Penalty claims that between 1976 and 2015, 1,414 presioners were executed while 156 of those               

sentenced to death had been exonerated, thus indivating that more than one in ten death row                

inmates were wrongly sentenced. Most of those exonerated had committed crimes of murder, as              

evidence of wrongful sentencing can be found in tangible evidence such as DNA and physical               

artifacts. For other crimes such as treason, terrorism etc., few have had vacated sentences. 
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4. Racial and social class bias 

 

Research has shown that there is a bias towards views on the death penalty. In one study,                 

the results showed that caucasians or white people were more likely to support the death penalty                

when told that it was mostly applied to minority groups such as African Americans, and that                

more stereotypically darkskinned defendants are more likely to be sentenced to death if the case               

involed a white victim. This has led to opponents of the death penalty suggesting that the                

punishment is being used more often against perpetrators from racial or ethnic minorities, and              

from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. This may be due to reasons such as white or higher               

socioeconomic status leading to better defense, or in certain cases bribery, or stereotypes             

regarding minority groups (e.g. African Americans with violence, Muslims and terrorism).  

 

Major Parties Involved and International Action 
Jomhuri-ye Eslāmi-ye Irān (Iran) 
 

Crimes punishable by death include: Moharebeh (“waging a war against God”), apostasy,            

murder, rape, pedophilia, drug trafficking, armed robbery, kidnapping, alcohol consumption,          

terrorism, prohibited sexual relations, homosexuality, treason etc. Juvenile executions (13+ for           

boys and 9+ for girls) take place in Iran as well. Over 251 were executed in 2019 with over 13                    

being public executions. Executions decreased significantly in 2017 and 2018 because Iran’s            

parliament enacted a law raising the threshold for imposing the death penalty for drug-related              

offenses in 2017. The main method of execution in Iran is hanging, other methods are stoning,                

firing squad, beheading, and being thrown from a height with methods of torture being              

amputation, blinding, and flogging. 

 

People’s Republic of China (China)  

 

Most crimes where death penalty is enforced is murder and drug trafficking. Executions             

are generally carried out by lethal injections or gunshots. The exact figures of people executed in                
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China remains a State secret by China and is not publicly available. However it is known that                 

China performs more executions than any other country by thousands. Since 2007, the number of               

executions decreased significantly as the Supreme People’s Court regained power to review all             

death sentences. Nonetheless, given an estimate of executions in China, it is believed that 65% of                

executions took place in China in 2010. 

 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Saudi Arabia)  

 

Crimes punishable by death are: Apostasy, treason, homosexuality, espionage, murder,          

rape, terrorism, drug trafficking, adultery, witchcraft. In 2019, 184 people were executed, the             

highest number recorded so far despite the overall decrease in executions worldwide. Majority of              

the offences being drug related or murder. On the 26th of April 2020, Saudi Arabian authorities                

announced that the country will no longer use the death penalty against people below the age of                 

18 at the time of the offence. The death penalty being replaced by a maximum punishment of 10                  

years of imprisonment. This represents a significant step for Saudi Arabia if implemented             

however, the record number of executions in 2019 remained shocking and Saudi Arabia must              

now establish an official moratorium on the death penalty as an initial step towards abolishing               

the death penalty completely. 

 
QARMAs (Questions A Resolution Must Answer) 
 

1.  Is the presence of capital punishment a deterrent or an act of retribution? 

2. If the death penalty holds, what methods are considered humane and uncruel? Do these               

methods have to be non-painful? 

3.  What crimes should be classified as capital crimes? 

4.  How should a nation deal with instances of wrongful convictions? 

5. How will the UN enforce a global moratorium on the death penalty? And for countries               

that practice the death penalty, are there any methods of condemnation? 

6. How will the conflict between religion support executions (e.g. Islam) and the UDHR be              

settled? 
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Key Terms: 
Ethics 
Also known as moral philosophy, are the moral principles that govern a person’s behaviour or the conducting of an                   
activity. Examples of topics ethics cover include: how to live a good life, our rights and responsibilities, what is                   
right and wrong, what is good and bad. Ethics are derived from religions, philosophies and cultures, infusing debates                  
on topics like abortion, human rights, and professional conduct. 
Capital punishment  
Also known as the death penalty, is the legally authorised killing of someone. It is a government sanctioned practice                   
whereby a person is put to death by the state as punishment for specific crimes, generally known as Capital Crimes. 
Criminal justice system 
The system of law enforcement that is directly involved in apprehending, prosecuting, defending, sentencing, and               
punishing those who are suspected or convicted of criminal offences. 
Legal system 
Refers to a procedure or process for interpreting and enforcing the law. Three major legal systems include civil law,                   
common law, and religious law. 
Life 
The condition that distinguishes animals and plants from inorganic matter, including the capacity for growth,               
reproduction, functional activity, and continual change preceding death. The period during which a person or thing                
is alive or exists. 
Capital crime / offenses / felony  
A crime that is punishable by death. Including but not limited to murder, drug trafficking, rape, terrorism, treason                  
and espionage. 
Crimes against humanity 
Refers to specific crimes committed in the context of a large-scale attack targeting civilians, regardless of their                 
nationality. These crimes include murder, torture sexual violence, enslavement, persecution, enforced disappearance            
etc. 
Juvenile offenders 
A person below a specific age (18 in most countries) who has committed a crime. 
Human rights 
The rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, sex, nationaluty, ethnicity, language, religion, or any                 
other status. Human rights include the the right to life and liberty, freedom from slavery and torture, freedom of                   
opinion and expression, the right to work and education, and many more. Everyone is entitled to these rights,                  
without disctimintation.  
Execution methods  
The methods in which a person is killed as punishment for capital offenses. including but not limited to hanging,                   
shooting, lethal injection, beheading, electrocution and inert gas asphyxiation.  
Abolition 
The action or an act of removing a system, practice, or institution. 
Psychological torture 
A type of torture that relies primarily on psychological effects, and only secondatily on any physical harm inflicted.  
Cruel and unusual punishment 
Punishment including but not limited to, torturem deliberately degrading punishment, or punishment that is too               
severe for the crime committed.  
Wrongful execution 
A miscarriage of justice occurring when an innocent person is put to death by capital punishment. 
Apostasy 
The abandonment or renunciation of a religious or political belief. 
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